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Blade runner crowd

It's dark, but the city is illuminated by eerie neon light that makes it look like the heavy buildings of an endless skyline glow from within, like an urban scene from Ridley Scott's iconic 1982 film Blade Runner.In fact this is Tokyo in 2017, as seen through the lens of Melbourne-based photographer Tom Blachford. Blachford, an architectural photographer who
has previously shot midcentury modern homes in Palm Springs under the stars, spent six nights shooting the Japanese capital straight from 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. for his new series Nihon Noir, which was sponsored by the beer company Asahi. I first visited Tokyo in 2013 on a trip with my father and was struck by an inexplicable feeling that I had somehow been
transported to the future or to a parallel dimension, Blachford tells Co.Design in an email. Tokyo is perhaps one of the best examples of a real-life cyberpunk metropolis. The series captures this ethos perfectly, notably through Blachford's focus on futuristic architecture, such as the cylindrical Shizuoka Press and Broadcasting Center or the daring Fuji TV
headquarters, which resemble giant scaffolding-both by the architect Kenzo Tange.The Tokyo Big Sight conference and exhibition center. [Photo: Tom Blachford] Blachford says he and his videographer Andrew Englisch are both fascinated by Blade Runner-especially the visionary work of film art director Syd Mead. In our downtime between shoots, we
devoured everything we could find by him and became obsessed with his motives and predictions that were behind his designs for the film, particularly his thoughts on density, magnification, and how cities would evolve seem to be very much on track to come true, Blachford says. The photographer refers to how Mead's designs reflect bustling urban
environments filled with neon signage, holograms and giant advertisements, almost like a never-growing cyberpunk Times Square. The designer, considered a visual futurist, also believes that implants that will increase our abilities will be the smartphone of the future. Blachford also turned to the film's music for motivation on long night shoots. On quite a few
of the nights shooting we had the soundtrack play in my pocket to inspire us and try to find 'Syd' moments of texture, patina, and density, he says. An image in the series is even titled Deckard's Den in reference to the main character of the film. Blachford pulled out all the stops to get the pictures he wanted. To capture the Nagakin Capsule building, he
convinced a crew of 15 road repairers who used a crane elevator to allow him to use their equipment so he could get the right shot. The angle allowed Blachford to capture the entire building in his frame. The building looks like pile blocks, and the neon light reflects off its round windows, giving the image a surreal finish. The result is a beautiful picture that is
rich in color and texture, despite the fact that that a reason why all images focus so wholeheartedly on the architecture-with no people to see. I love shooting architecture, not only because I'm obsessed with how a building acts as a sculpture itself, but also to unpack our ideas we have about walls, private property, and what it's like to be an outsider, says
Blachford. I think all my work is trying to make a stage devoid of people for people to script their own drama behind the walls and also take into account their place relative to each building, from what it's like to look at the outside in it. He hopes to turn the series into an exhibition and a book in the coming year, and go back to the city so he can add more
images to the series. Tokyo feels to me like the future in many ways. I walk with big eyes and open mouth just shaking my head at how crazy it can be sometimes, blachford says. I wanted the images to try to convey that feeling using the architecture as the star of the images. Aim to roll for five to 10 minutes a day, ideally within about 30 minutes of run, when
your blood vessels become dilated. Go slowly, avoiding joints and bones, LaLonde says. Take note of spots that repeatedly cause tightness and pain. If pains linger and especially if they begin to affect your gait, consult a physical therapist, sports medicine doctor, or other pro.4. Visualize success, whether that means crushing a race goal or just leaving the
door. To be a better runner, your imagination can really make a difference. Mentally rehearsing your run may make you more likely to stick to your training if you're tired or unmotivated, mental skills coach Carrie Jackson Cheadle, author of On Top of Your Game: Mental Skills to maximize your athletic performance, tells SELF. Spend a few minutes at your
desk or wherever you are to close your eyes and imagine it - you change, put on your running shoes, put on all your stuff, feel really good and excited and go out the door, she says. Once you've seen yourself do it, you'll be more likely to carry through. Similar techniques can power you through difficult moments in races, she notes. First, imagine the
challenges you might face: start running again after a water stop, feel tired in the later miles, and see another runner pass you by. Then imagine dealing with it calmly and confidently.5 Take a few deep breaths to defuse your stress response. Strains in your daily life can make your breath tight, shallow and high in your chest, Jackson Cheadle says. These
shortchanas your muscles of oxygen, which they consume at a much higher rate while running, and also sends your brain a stress signal that causes your heart rate to jump and your muscles to tense before you step one Step. Meanwhile, abdominal or diaphragmatic breathing helps you use your entire lung capacity, and also sends a calming message to
your nervous system. Practicing this kind of breathing at other points of day, including before bedtime, can make it easier to cool cooling When you're on the run. Here's how, LaLonde says: Lie on your back, place one hand on your chest and the other on your stomach, and breathe in slowly through your mouth and nose. Just let the hand rise on your
stomach. How exactly does this translate into running? When your body and mind are relaxed, every step seems easier, says Jackson Cheadle. It can also help you slow down your heart rate and bring more oxygen into your muscles, which is better for your stamina, she says.6. Prioritize a protein/carb recovery snack to replenish your energy stores and
build new, stronger muscles. After a long run or a difficult interval session, it's time to hit the pantry, Kate Davis, M.S., R.D., owner of RDKate Sports Nutrition, tells SELF. A postrun snack provides your body with the raw materials to build new muscles and replenish your stores of glycogen, the carbohydrate fuel your body uses to power your workout. Proper
nutrition recovery reduces the effects of catabolic hormone triggers from muscle breakdown-coursing through your veins after exercise. Within an hour, eat a snack containing at least 30 grams of carbohydrates with 10 to 15 grams of protein, she recommends. Examples include two cups of lowfat chocolate milk or two slices of wholegrain bread with a few
slices of lean deli meat. Follow that with a full meal within two hours. You feel less sore, tamp the runger who often strikes a few hours later, and also - bonus!-better sleep.7. Eat fat. Seriously. Healthy fats fight off excess inflammation, which can lead you down a dark path to disease and injury. For years, runners (like the rest of the country) steered away from
all fats, fearing extra weight that might slow them down. But hard-working bodies require unsaturated and other healthy fats - think nuts, seeds, avocado and olives - to reduce inflammation and boost recovery, says Davis. Inflammation - the body's natural response to injury or other stress, including exercise- is good for runners in small doses. The cascade of
inflammatory chemicals and processes is what allows your body to respond positively to training. But too much can boost your chances of getting sick or hurt, and running is hard enough on your body that it's easy to cross the line. Healthy fats such as the omega-3 fatty acids in fish and nuts help keep your system in balance by choosing the action of some
inflammatory compounds, including cytokines and prostaglandins. Aim for a source of healthy fat with every meal and at least one snack, says Davis. Stir ground flaxseed or nut butter into your morning oatmeal, sprinkle pumpkin or sunflower seeds into your salad, or drizzle your vegetables with olive oil. These simple additions can have a huge impact. You
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